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Several observations are presented on the computational complexity of regular ex- 
pression problems. The equivalence and containment problems are shown to require 
more than linear time on any multiple tape deterministic Turing machine. The complexity 
of the equivalence and containment problems is shown to be “essentially” independent of 
the structure of the languages represented. Subclasses of the regular grammars, that 
generate all regular sets but for which equivalence and containment are provably decidable 
deterministically in polynomial time, are also presented. As corollaries several program 
scheme problems studied in the literature are shown to be decidable deterministically in 
polynomial time. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The regular expression equivalence and containment problems have been extensively 
studied in the technical literature. Both problems are known to be PSPACE-complete 
[16] and, thus, are probably computationally intractable. Here, we make several new 
observations on their computational complexity. In Section 2 using a result from [6], 
we prove that the regular expression equivalence and containment problems require 
more than linear time on any multiple tape deterministic Turing machine. 
In Sections 3 and 4 we consider several possible ways to circumvent the probable 
intractability of the regular expression equivalence and containment problems. One 
such way, proposed in the literature ([3, 13, 14, 171, etc.), is to restrict attention to 
expressions that only denote proper subfamilies of the regular sets, especially families 
with canonical forms. We show, however, that the complexity of equivalence and con- 
tainment does not, generally, depend upon the structure of the languages denoted. 
Let 9 be a class of regular sets. We present a simple sufficient condition on 9 for the 
equivalence and containment problems for expressions denoting elements of 9 to be 
“as hard as” the equivalence and containment problems for arbitrary regular expressions. 
For each such .9 the problem of calculating canonical forms for expressions denoting 
elements of 9 is also shown to be “as hard as” the equivalence and containment problems 
for arbitrary regular expressions. 
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In Section 5 we consider restrictions on the structure of regular grammars, rather 
than on the structure of the languages they generate, that suffice to guarantee that the 
equivalence and containment problems are decidable deterministically in polynomial 
time. Several such regular grammar classes, that generate all regular sets, are presented. 
As corollaries, the R-equivalence problem for program schemes [9] and the isomorphism 
problem for free program schemes [12] are shown to be decidable deterministically 
in polynomial time. 
We conclude this section with several definitions needed to read this paper. We 
assume that the reader is familiar with the basic terminology and results about regular 
sets, regular grammars, deterministic finite automata (abbreviated by dfa), Turing 
machines (abbreviated by Tm), context-sensitive languages (abbreviated by csls), and 
linearly bounded automata (abbreviated by lba), otherwise see [7]. We also assume 
that the reader is familiar with the basic terminology about context-free grammars, 
otherwise see [2], and the various time and space complexity classes such as P and 
PSPACE, otherwise see [l]. 
We denote the empty string by h, the empty set by ia, the nonnegative integers by &“, 
the positive integers by JV+, and the length of a string x or the cardinal+ of a set x 
by 1x1. Z z;, 4, and d denote finite nonempty alphabets. We abbreviate infinitely 
often by i.o. . 
DEFINITION 1.1. The set of regular expressions over (0, l}, denoted by REG, is 
defined recursively as follows: 
(a) h, 0, 0, and 1 are elements of REG. 
(b) If R and S are elements of REG, then so are (R) U (S), (R) . (S), and (R)*. 
(c) Nothing else is an element of REG. 
The language denoted by a regular expression R is written as L(R). Two regular 
expressions R and S are said to be equivalent, inequivalent, if L(R) = L(S), if L(R) f L(S), 
respectively. The equivalence and containment problems for the regular expressions are 
the problems of deciding, given two regular expressions R and S, if L(R) = L(S) and 
if L(R) CL(S), respectively. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let F be a set of regular languages over (0, I>. 
(1) We denote the set of all regular expressions over (0, l} denoting elements 
of F by REG(s). 
(2) We denote the set of all pairs of regular expressions over (0, 1) both denoting 
elements of F by BF . 
(3) We denote the set of all pairs of regular expresions (R, S) over (0, 1} both 
denoting elements of g such that L(R) = L(S), L(R) #L(S), L(R) CL(S), and 
-(L(R) CL(S)) by REQ(F), RINEQ(F), RCON(F), and RNCON(F), respectively. 
If F is the set of all regular sets over (0, 11, we denote the sets REQ(fl), RINEQ(F), 
RCON(%), and RNCON(Y) by REQ, RINEQ, RCON, and RNCON, respectively. 
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DEFINITION 1.3. A set L C (0, l}* is said to be a de$nite eerent if and only if there 
exist finite sets A, B _C {0, l}* such that L = A * (0, l}* u B. 
All definite events are regular sets. 
DEFINITION 1.4. A set L C Z* is said to be bounded if and only if there exist strings 
w1 ,..., wk E .Z* such that L C wT * ..’ . wf. If L is not bounded, then L is said to be 
unbounded. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let L C (0, l}* be a regular set. Then L is unbounded if and only if 
there exist strings r, s, x, and y in (0, l}* such that r . {Ox, ly}* * s CL. 
A proof of Proposition 1.5 can be found in [S]. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let G = (N, Z, 17, S) be a context-free grammar. The binary 
relation * on (N u Z)* is defined as follows: For all 0 and 0’ in (N u Z)*, 0 * 0 
if and only if there exist strings OL, /3, and y in (N u Z)* and production A -+ 01 in Ii’ 
such that 6 = /3Ay and 8’ = flay. If 0 3 8’, we say that 6 derives 8’. We denote the 
transitive reflexive closure of * by 5. 
Let A E N. Then, Lo(A) = {x E Z* / A 5 x}. 
Let w E (N u Z)*. For all k > 1, 
First,(w) = {x E Z* 1 1 x j < k and w 3 X, or 1 x 1 = k and there 
exists a string 6 such that w 5 x6). 
Last,(w) = {x E Z* 1 / x 1 < k and w 5 x, or 1 x I = k and there 
exists a string 8 such that w %- 6x). 
DEFINITION 1.7. Let L, _C .Zc and let L, C Zc. We say that L, is linearly reducible 
to L, , denoted by L 1 ,lin L, if, and only if, there is a function> Z;* -+ Z.$ computable < 
by a deterministic linearly time-bounded Tm such that, for all x in z;*, x is in L, if 
and only if f(z) is in L, . 
We conclude with several basic definitions about graphs and program schemes needed 
in Section 4. A detailed discussion of program schemes and their syntax and semantics 
can be found in [Ill or [12]. 
DEFINITION 1.8. A directed graph G is a two-tuple (V, E), where E _C V x V. 
The elements of V are called the nodes or vertices of G. If n, m E V and (n, m) E E, then 
m is said to be a successor of n. A directed graph G = (V, E) is said to be jinite, if 
1 V 1 < co. A directed graph G = (V, E) is said to be labeled if there exists a set D 
and a function X: V --+ D. For all v in V, h(v) is called the Zubel of v. 
A node n E V is said to be a source node of G if there is no node m such that (m, n) E E. 
A node n E V is said to be a sink node of G if there is no node m such that (n, m) E E. 
DEFINITION 1.9. A program scheme S is a finite directed labeled graph, where 
(1) S has exactly one source node v; and v is labeled by “Start.” 
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(2) S has at least one sink node. A node of S is labeled by “Halt,” if and only if 
it is a sink node of S; 
(3) all other nodes of S are labeled by assignment or test statements; 
(4) each node of S labeled by “Start” or by an assignment statement has exactly 
one successor; 
(5) each node of S labeled by a test statement has two (not necessarily distinct) 
successors called its T-successor and F-successor, respectively. 
The size of a program scheme S, denoted by / S I, is the number of statements (nodes) 
in S. 
2. PARTIAL SET RECOGNITION PROBLEMS, LINEAR REDUCIBILITY, AND 
NONLINEAR LOWER BOUNDS 
Several decision problems, that are not adequately modeled by set recognition problems, 
are discussed in Section 3 below. To more adequately model these problems, we use 
partial set recognition problems. Using a result from [6], a simple sufficient condition 
for a partial set recognition problem to require more than linear time on any multiple 
tape deterministic Tm is presented. The regular expression equivalence and containment 
problems and all problems satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.2 in [8] satisfy this 
condition. 
Let 9 be a set of regular sets over (0, 1). In Section 3 we consider problems v of 
the form: How hard is the equivalence problem for regular expressions denoting elements 
of 9 ? The obvious way to model r as a set recognition problem is to equate the solution 
of rr with the recognition of the set REQ(9). Using this definition, the complexity 
of solving r is the same as the complexity of recognizing REQ(9). However, this defini- 
tion is inadequate since it fails to differentiate between the complexity of deciding 
equivalence for regular expressions denoting elements of 9 and the complexity of 
deciding if a regular expression denotes an element of 9. To see this note the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let 9 be any set of regular sets over (0, 1). Then REG(B) <Iin 
REQ($). 
Proof. For all regular expressions R over (0, l}, R E REG(B) if and only if (R, R) E 
REG(,F). 1 
For many such sets 9 such as the definite events, it can be shown that REQ <Iin 
REG(9) (Theorem 3.4 in [8]). Thus, for example, letting 9 denote the set of definite 
events over (0, l), we have REQ Grin REQ(9). Thus, if the solution of the corresponding 
decision problem n is modeled as the recognition problem for the set REQ(F), then 
7~ is intuitively “as hard as” the equivalence problem for arbitrary regular expressions. 
But, this follows from pairs of expressions for which testing equivalence is trivial. Thus, 
we see that the fact that REQ Grin REQ(9) d oes not necessarily say anything about 
571/19/3-z 
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the complexity of the problem r. To more adequately model such decision problems, 
we use the concept of partial set recognition problems. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let D C Z* and let L C D. The partial set recognition problem 
of L with respect to D, denoted by [L; D], is the problem of computing the predicate 
v with domain D defined by, for all x in D, m(x) = True if x is in L and r(x) = False 
if x is not in L. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let D C Z* and let E Cd*. Let f: D + E. Let M be a deter- 
ministic Tm. We say that M computes f if and only if, for all x in D, M halts with output 
f(x). Let L _C D. Let C,,,: D + (True, False} be defined by, for all x E D, C,,,(x) = 
True if and only if x EL. We say that M solves, decides, or computes [L; D] if and only 
if M computes C,,, . The runtime of M is defined to be the partial function tMD: A” -+ N 
defined by 
t&z) = 
1 
undefined, if D n .P = 0, and the maximum 
of M’s runtimes on any x in D n 27, otherwise. 
Let t: JV+ -+ .N+. We say that the computation of f requires at least deterministic 
t(n) time i.o. if, for all deterministic Tms M that compute f, t(n) < tMD(n) for infinitely 
many n for which t,,,,“(n) is defined. We say that the computation off requires at most 
deterministic t(n) time if there exists a deterministic Tm M that computes f for which 
t,D(n) < t(n) for all n for which tMD(n) is defined. We say that the computation of [L; D] 
requires at least deterministic t(n) time i.o. or requires at most deterministic t(n) time if the 
computation of the function C,,, requires at least deterministic t(n) time i.o. or requires 
at most deterministic t(n), respectively. 
Definition 2.3 provides a definition of the complexity of computing [L; D] that is 
independent of the complexity of recognizing D. Definition 2.4 extends the concept 
of linear reducibility between sets (Definition 1.7) to linear reducibility between partial 
set recognition problems. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let D, C ZF and let D, C A’.$. Let L, C D, and let L, C D, . We 
say that [L, ; DJ is linearly reducible to [L, ; D,], denoted by [L, ; Dl] <lin [L, ; Dz] 
if and only if there is a function f: D, -+ D, requiring at most deterministic O(n) time 
such that, for all x in D, , x EL, if and only if f (x) EL, . 
Hopcroft et al. [6] h ave shown that there exist deterministic csls that cannot be 
recognized by any O(n log n/log log n) time-bounded multiple tape deterministic Tm. 
One corollary is- 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let [L’; D’] be any partial set recognition problem such that, for all 
deterministic csls L C (0, l}*, 
[LL; (0, I)*] Gin [L’; D’l. 
Then, the computation of [L’; D’] re qu ires rrwre than O(n logn/log log n) time i.0. on 
any multiple tape deterministic Tm. 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. Each csl is linearly reducible to the language W, = (R j R is a regular 
expression ower (0, l} andL(R) # (0, l}*}. 
Proof. Each csl is shown to be polynomially reducible to B?r in [16]. It is not difficult 
to see that these reductions are linearly time-bounded. 
Let L, be a csl. Let M be an lba that accepts L, . Let M’s state set, tape alphabet, 
and start state be Q, T, and q,, , respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume 
that M has exactly one accepting state qf , the state qj is final, and T n (Q x T) =: k> . 
Let #$Tu(Q x T). Let Z= Tu(Q x T)u{#}. Let x=x~~~~‘~.Y,~ be an 
input to M. Let R[M, x] be the regular expression 
(a* u (a2 u (a3 u 4h 
where 
(i) 01~ is the regular expression 
(ii) 01~ is the regular expression 
(z - {(qf, t) i t E V)*; 
(iii) 0~~ is the regular expression 
(iv) 01~ is the regular expression 
u z* . IT1 . CT2 . G3 . F-2 * f&J1 ) IT* ) us) . .z*, 
0,.0z.03E,r 
where fM: Z3 + 2z” is discussed in [16]. As shown in [16], L(R[M, x]) = Z* if and only 
if x #L(M). 
Since there is a constant c independent of x such that for all inputs x to M, / R[M, x] i < 
C- . j x /, it is not hard to see that the regular expression R[M, x] can be constructed 
from x by a linearly time-bounded multiple tape deterministic Tm. Thus the csl L, 
is linearly reducible to the set Y = {R 1 R is a regular expression over LT: andL(R) f Z*). 
Standard encoding arguments can be used to show that 9 is linearly reducible to 9?, 1 
THEOREM 2.7. Each csl is linearly reducible to RINEQ and to RNCOS. Thus the 
recognition of each of the languages RINEQ and RNCON requires more than O(n log n/ 
log log n) time on any multiple tape deterministic Tm. 
Proof. The set W, is linearly reducible to RINEQ and to RNCON. Thus by Proposi- 
tion 2.6 and the transitivity of linear reducibility, each csl is also linearly reducible 
to RINEQ and to RNCON. Hence by Proposition 2.5, the recognition of the languages 
RINEQ and RNCON requires more than O(n log n/log log n) time on any multiple 
tape deterministic Tm. fl 
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Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 and the efficient language reducibility techniques developed 
in [B] can be used to show that each csl is linearly reducible to any regular expression 
problem satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.2 in [B]. Such problems include the 
following: 
(1) for all unbounded regular sets @a over (0, l}, testing for a regular expression R, 
if L(R) equals 9, ; 
(2) testing for a regular expression R if L(R) is a definite, reverse definite, generalized 
definite, locally testable, or noncounting event [14]; and 
(3) for all integers K > 1, testing for a regular expression R if L(R) is of star height 
equal to k. 
Each such regular expression problem also requires more than O(n log n/log log n) 
time on any multiple tape deterministic Tm and thus is provably of nonlinear deter- 
ministic time complexity on Tms. Finally since the languages RINEQ and RNCON 
are csls, RINEQ and RNCON are two examples of natural csls that provably require 
more than linear time to recognize on any multiple tape deterministic Tm. 
4. EQUIVALENCE AND CANONICAL FORMS 
One proposed method for circumventing the probable complexity of the regular 
expression equivalence problem is to find subsets 9 of the set of regular sets, such 
that each element of g has a unique canonical form. For such 9 the equivalence problem 
for regular expressions denoting elements of 9 is easily reducible to the problem of 
calculating their canonical forms. Thus, for example, Brzozowski [3] has presented 
canonical forms for the definite, reverse definite, and generalized definite events. How- 
ever, nothing quantitative has been said about the complexity of calculating canonical 
forms. This problem has acquired some practical motivation due to the recent use 
of regular and regular-like expressions to describe the synchronization of parallel 
processes (e.g., [4, 10, 151). 
In this section we study the complexity of the equivalence problem for regular expres- 
sions denoting elements of F, where 9 is any of a wide variety of subsets of the regular 
sets over (0, 11. A sufficient condition on such g for the equivalence problem for regular 
expressions denoting elements of .9, to be “as hard as” the equivalence problem for 
arbitrary regular expressions, is presented. For such 9 calculating canonical forms 
is also “as hard as” the equivalence problem for arbitrary regular expressions. Moreover, 
this is true independently of the complexity of determining if an expression denotes 
an element of 9. Examples of such F include the definite, reverse definite, generalized 
definite, locally testable, and noncounting events. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let L, C (0, I}*. We denote the set of all subsets L of L, such 
that L, -L is finite by COF(L,). If L is an element of COF({O, l}*), we say that L is 
cojkite. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 9& = (R 1 R is a regular expression over (0, l}, L(R) is cofinite, 
andL(R) j; (0, l>*l. Then, for all csls L C (0, l}*, 
[L; (0, l>*] &n [ga ; REG(COF((0, l}*))]. 
Proof. Each csl L is accepted by an lba M such that for all inputs y to lW, all valid 
computations of M on y halt in time less than 2~1~1, where c is a constant independent 
of y. Therefore, for each y, there are only a finite number (possibly zero) of valid com- 
putations of M on y. Consequently, for all inputs y to M, letting /3, be the regular 
expression denoting the set of invalid computations of M on y (see [ 161) L(&,) is cofinite 
and L(&,) = (0, l>* if and only if y $L. 
Using the language reducibility techniques developed in [S], Proposition 3.2 can 
be extended as follows. i 
THEOREM 3.3. Let .F be any set of regular sets over (0, l> for which there exists an 
unbounded regular set L, such that COF(L,) C 9. Then, for all csls L C (0, l>*, 
(1) [L; (0, I}*] is linearly reducible to [RINEQ(p); W,] and to [RNCON(F); a,,]; 
(2) RINEQ <lia [RINEQ(%); 991; and 
(3) RNCON <lin [RNCON(fl); W,]. 
Proof. (1) By proposition 3.2 and the transitivity of linear reducibility, it suffices 
to show that [W, ; COF({O, l}*)] is linearly reducible to [RINEQ(s); 9?~] and to 
[RNCON(%); 9?9] for each such 9. Let L, be an unbounded regular set such that 
COF(L,) _C 9. By Proposition 1.5 there exist strings r, s, x, and y in (0, l>* such that 
r . {Ox, ly}” * s CL,. Let h: (0, l>* + (0, l>* be the one-one homomorphism defined 
by h(0) = Ox and h(1) = ly. Then there exists a linearly time-bounded multiple tape 
deterministic Tm ./Z such that .X, given a regular expression R in COF({O, l}*) as 
input, outputs a regular expression S such that 
L(S) = r . h(L(R)) * s u (L, n -r * {Ox, ly}* * s). 
(The existence of such a deterministic linearly time-bounded Tm & follows by noting 
that 
(i) the strings r, s, x, and y and the regular set (L, n -r * (Ox, ly}* . s) are 
independent of R, and 
(ii) a regular expression R’ such that L(R’) = h(L(R)) can be constructed 
from R by substituting Ox and ly for each occurrence of 0 and 1, respectively.) 
For each R in COF({O, l>*), L(S) is an element of COF(L,). Hence, L(S) is an element 
of 9 and S is an element of REG(9). Finally, L(S) = L, if and only if L, CL(S) if 
and only if L(R) = (0, 1)“. 
(2) and (3) W e 1 eave it to the reader to verify the following: For all csls L, and 
finite alphabets ,Z such that L, C Z*, there exists a csl L, C (0, 1)” such that [L, ; C*] <m 
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[L, ; (0, l}*]. Since RINEQ and RNCON are csls by (1) and the transitivity of linear 
reducibility, 
and 
RINEQ Gun [RINEQ(s’); ~FI 
RNCON &in [RNCON(S); 9~1. 1 
Most sets g of regular sets studied in the literature satisfy the condition of Theo- 
rem 3.3, e.g., the cofinite, definite, reverse definite, generalized definite, locally testable, 
and noncounting events. Combining Theorems 2.7 and 3.3, we have the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let S be any set of regular sets over (0, 1) for which there exists 
an unbounded regular set R, such that COF(RJ C g. Then, the computations of 
[RINEQ(%); 9991 and [RNCON(g); 991 re qu ire more than O(n log n/log log n) time 
i.o. on any multiple tape deterministic Tm. 
For all sets g of regular sets over (0, l} satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.3, 
the problem of calculating canonical forms for regular expressions denoting elements 
of 9 is also “as hard as” the equivalence problem for arbitrary regular expressions. 
To state this precisely, we present a formal definition of a set of canonical forms. This 
definition is compatible with those used in the technical literature. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let 9 be a set of regular sets over (0, l}. A set F of regular expres- 
sions over (0, l} is said to be a set of canonical forms for 9 if and only if 
(1) for all regular expressions R in F, L(R) is in 9; and 
(2) for each regular set B in 3, there exists exactly one regular expression R 
in F such that L(R) equals 9?. 
Let F be a set of canonical forms for 9. Let W, be an element of F. Let R0 be the 
unique regular expression in F denoting W, . We say that R, is the F-canonicalform of W, . 
Letting 9 be a set of regular sets over (0, l} and letting F be a set of canonical forms 
for 9, there are two canonical form problems associated with 9 and F. The first is 
the problem of computing the function CANF,[s, F]: REG -F u {“No F-canonical 
form”) defined, for all R in REG, by 
CANF,[F, F](R) = “No F-canonical form,” if L(R)$F, 
= the F-canonical form of L(R), otherwise. 
The second is the problem of computing the function CANF,[g, F]: REG(9) -+ F 
defined by, for all R in REG(P), 
CANF,[F, F](R) equals the F-canonical form of L(R). 
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Any lower bound on the deterministic time complexity of computing CANF,[9,F] 
is also a lower bound on the deterministic time complexity of computing CANF,[s, F]. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let 9 be any set of regular sets over (0, l} for which there exists an 
unbounded regular set Lo such that COF(L,) C 9. Let F be any set of canonical forms for 9. 
Let T(n): .N+ --f JV+ be any increasing function such that, for all n in Mf, n < T(n), 
and such that the computation of CANF,[s, F] requires at most deterministic O(T(n)) 
time. Then, there exists a constant a 2 1 such that the set RINEQ is recognizable by an 
O(T(a . n)) time-bounded multiple tape deterministic Tm. 
Proof. Let L, be an unbounded regular set such that COF(L,) C 9. We show that 
for all csls L C (0, l}* there exists a constant c > 1 such that L E D time(T(c . n)). Since 
RINEQ is a csl, the theorem then follows by an argument similar to that in the proof 
of (2) of Theorem 3.3. 
Consider the following informal algorithm Se for recognizing L. For all x in {O, I>” 
execute the following. 
Step 1. Construct the regular expression fiz as in the proof of Proposition 3.2. 
Step 2. Given & , construct the corresponding regular expression S as in the proof 
of Theorem 3.3, part (1). 
Step 3. Given S, calculate the F-canonical form for L(S). Call it 9’. 
Step 4. Test if the F-canonical form for L, and Y are identical strings. If so, reject X. 
Otherwise, accept x. 
We claim that the algorithm d is executable by an O(T(cn)) time-bounded multiple 
tape deterministic Tm, where c is a constant independent of n. Clearly Steps 1 and 2 
are both executable deterministically in O(] x I) time and, hence, in O(T( 1 x I)) time. 
Thus there exists a constant c 3 1, independent of x, such that / S 1 < c . / x 1. Step 3 
requires at most T(I S 1) deterministic time. Hence since T(n) is increasing, Step 3 
requires at most O(T(c . j x I)) deterministic time. Finally, Step 4 requires at most 
O(l Y 1) deterministic time; but / 9’ / < T(I S 1) < T(c + 1 x I). 1 
Two immediate corollaries of Theorem 3.6 are the following. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let F, F, and T(n) be as specified in Theorem 3.6. Then, for all 
c > 0, T(n) > c . n log n/log log n, infinitely often. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let 9, F, and T(n) b e as specified in Theorem 3.6. Then there exists 
a polynomial p(n) such that for all n E A’- +, T(n) < p(n) only if P = PSPACE. 
We conclude this section by noting that, for all sets 9 of regular sets, there is a set F 
of canonical forms for g. Moreover such a set F of canonical forms exists such that 
the function CANF,(F, F) is computable by a polynomially space-bounded Tm. Thus, 
the conclusions of Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.8 cannot be significantly strengthened 
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unless some of F’s properties are known. One natural property that holds for some 
of the canonical forms in the literature (e.g., the canonical forms for the definite events 
in [3]) is the following: 
(*) There exists a polynomial r(n) such that, for all expressions W in F, there is a 
dfa M for which L(M) = L(W) and 1 M 1 < T( / 92 I). 
If condition (*) holds for F, the conclusion of Theorem 3.6 can be extended as 
follows. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let 9 be any set of regular sets over (0, 1) satisfying the condition 
of Theorem 3.6. Let F be any set of canonical forms for 3 satisfying condition (*). Then, 
there exists a constant Y > 0 such that, for in.nitely many expressions W in REG(F), 
1 CANF,(S, F)(@)j > 21”1’. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for every 9 satisfying the condition of Theorem 3.6, 
there exists a constant c > 0 such that for infinitely many R in REG(S), if M is a 
deterministic finite automaton accepting L(R), then 1 M 1 2 ZclRI. We only prove 
this for those 9 that contain all cofinite sets. The general case follows by an analogous 
argument. 
Let M be any deterministic lba with input alphabet (0, 1) such that for all x in (0, l>*, 
M accepts x and M makes at least 21”1 moves before halting. For such an lba and for all x 
in (0, l}*, the language L&J is not equal to (0, I}*. M oreover, there is a constant a > 0 
independent of x such that for all strings y in (0, l}* -L&J, 1 y 1 > 2+1. Thus since 
I Pz I is 00 x I), h t ere is a constant b > 0 independent of x such that for all strings y 
in (0, l}* -L&J, I y 1 2 2ble=I. But any deterministic finite automaton that accepts 
L&J must have at least 2”14 + 1 states. 1 
4. DETERMINISTIC POLYNOMIAL TIME DECIDABLE EQUIVALENCE PROBLEMS 
In the preceding section we saw that for many subsets 9 of the regular sets the equiva- 
lence problem for regular expressions denoting elements of g is “as hard as” the 
equivalence problem for arbitrary regular expressions. This suggests that the way 
to obtain deterministic polynomial time decidable subcases of the regular expression 
equivalence problem is to place restrictions on the structure of the expressions them- 
selves, rather than on the structure of the regular sets they denote. Here we consider 
such restrictions on the structure of regular grammars, rather than on the structure 
of regular expressions. 
Let V be a class of regular grammars. One obvious sufficient condition for the equiva- 
lence and containment problems for %7 to be decidable deterministically in polynomial 
time is the following. 
(**) There exists a deterministic polynomially time-bounded algorithm for con- 
verting a grammar in V into an equivalent deterministic finite automaton. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. A class %? of regular grammars is said to be a polynomial class 
of regular grammars if and only if it satisfies condition (**). 
It is not obvious, however, if there are any interesting or useful polynomial classes 
of regular grammars. In this section we consider several regular grammar classes suggested 
by parsing theory and show that they are polynomial classes. These polynomial classes 
of regular grammars include grammar classes of independent interest. In particular, 
for all multiple variable program schemes S, the set 9 of all finite computation paths 
of S is denoted by a regular U(1) g rammar constructible from .Y deterministically 
in polynomial time. 
For all k >, 1, we denote the set of all regular U(k) grammars by Zk . 
THEOREM 4.2. For all k > 1, _Yk is a polynomial class of regular grammars. Thus, 
for all k > 1, the equivalence and containment problems for S$ are decidable deterministically 
in polynomial time. 
Proof. We prove that for all k > 1, gk is a polynomial class of regular grammars. 
By Theorem 5.2 in [2] a context-free grammar G = (N, (0, l), II, S,) is U(k) if and 
only if the following condition holds: 
IfA-+pandA -+ y are distinct productions in n, then 
First,(@) n First&a) = ~zl, for all WACL, such that S, %,, wAa. 
When G is a reduced regular grammar, this is equivalent to 
IfA-+pandA + y are distinct productions in II, then 
First@) n First,(y) = a. 
If G is U(k), then the deterministic finite automaton n/l, = (QG , (0, 1, -I>, 6, , 
(8, ,4, ka>) accepts L(G) . H, w ere h (1) QG=(qa,4r}~{(A,~)lA~N and XE 
(0, l}“-‘} U ((S, , X) j x E (0, 1, X}“-“}; and (2) 6,: QG x (0, 1, +} --+ QG is defined as 
follows: 
(i) If a # --I, then 
&A(& , x), 4 = 6% ,x4 if 1x1 <k-l, 
= (A, Last,_,(Jca)), if I x j = k - 1; and 
there exists A in N 
= 7, 4 
such that S, --+ CA E 17 
and xa E c . First,_,(A), 
otherwise. 
&(6% 9 4, -3 = qa 9 if x EL(G), 
= 47 7 otherwise. 
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(ii) If A # So, then 
WA, 494 = $2 , if a = -+ and x E&(A), 
= 
= yk: Lastlc_r(xa)), 
if a = + and x $&(A), 
if there exists B in A 
such that A -+ cB E 17 and 
xa E c - First,_,(B), and 
= 47 3 otherwise. 
(iii) &(q, ,a) = &$7,, 4 = qr . 
The function 6, is well defined because for all A E N and strings y E (0, 11” there is 
at most one production A -+ CB in I7 such that y E Firste(cB) = c . FirstK_r(B). 
Moreover, for each K > 1, there is a deterministic polynomially time-bounded algorithm 
to construct, given a regular U(k) g rammar G as input, the automaton MC as output. 
The remainder of the proof consists in showing that L(M,) = L(G) . {-I>. Let & 
be an extension of 6, to QG x (0, 1, -I}* defined, for all q E QG , x E (0, 1, -I}*, and 
a~@, L-0, by 
and 
%(p, A) = 4, 
&(4, xa) = &&(P, x), a). 
By inspection, L(M,) C (0, l}* * {-I}. Th us, it suffices to show that for all x E (0, l}*, 
x . + E L(M,) if and only if x EL(G). The p roof is by induction with the following 
induction hypothesis: For all y E (0, l}“-l, for all i > 1, if a, ’ ..* . ai E (0, l>i, then 
%((S,, , A), ya, -*a ai) = (A 4, if there exists B E IV, z1 E (0, l}*, 
and c E (0, l} such that 
S, 4, z,B jG zlcA, where 
z+z = yu, ... ui and z E First,_,(A), 
ZZ % 7 otherwise. 1 
We conclude by showing that the set of all finite computation sequences and the set 
of all marked finite prefixes of computation sequences of a program scheme S are denoted 
by _E”1 grammars G, and Gi , respectively, such that the grammars G, and Gi can be 
constructed from S deterministically in polynomial time in ( S (. This implies that 
several decidable program scheme problems, including the R-equivalence problem 
in [9] and the isomorphism problem for free program schemes in [12], are decidable 
deterministically in polynomial time. 
Let S be a program scheme. Number the assignment and test statements in S, say 
so 7 Sl ,.*a, h-1 , such that so is the unique successor of the start statement of S. Let 
N = {so , sr ,..., s,_r}. Let N’ = N U {T}. Let 
Z = (0 1 (T is an assignment statement of S> 
U {a, -[u] 1 u is a test statement of S}. 
Let zl’ 
Let 
Then, 
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= Z U {#}. Let 
I.7 = {si - US$ / statement si is u and si’s successor or T-successor is si} 
u (.si --f -[a] sj 1 statement si is o and si’s F-successor is sj> 
u (si --f u j statement si is u and si’s successor or 
T-successor is a halt statement) 
u {si -+ -[u] 1 statement si is u and si’s F-successor 
is a halt statement}. 
II’ I= (si -+ usj j statement si is u and sl’s successor or T-successor is sj} 
U (si -+ -[u] si 1 statement si is u and si’s F-successor is sj} 
u (si --f UT / statement si is u and si’s successor 
or T-successor is a halt statement} 
u (si --+ -[u]T 1 statement si is u and Q’S F-successor 
is a halt statement} 
U(Si-t#jO <i<?r-- l}u(T+#}. 
G; = (N’, Z:‘, 17’, so). 
We leave it to the reader to verify that the grammars G, and Gi are sr grammars, 
that L(G,) equals the set of all finite computation sequences of S (not necessarily all 
executable under some interpretation), and that L(Gi) equals the set of all marked 
finite prefixes of computation sequences of S (again not necessarily all executable under 
some interpretation). Clearly, the grammars G, and Gi can be constructed from S 
deterministically in polynomial time in 1 S I. 
Following Kaplan [9], two program schemes S and S’ are said to be R-equivalent 
if and only if L(G,) = L(G,,) or, equivalently, if and only if the sets of all finite com- 
putation sequences of S and S’ (not necessarily all executable under some interpretation) 
are equal. As Kaplan observed, (1) R-equivalence implies strong equivalence, and 
(2) the R-equivalence problem for program schemes is effectively reducible to the regular 
expression equivalence problem. Thus the R-equivalence problem for program schemes 
is decidable. Noting Theorem 4.2 and the discussion above, we have the following 
stronger result. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The R-equivalence problem for program schemes is decidable deter- 
ministically in polynomial time. 
Finally, following [ll, 121, a program scheme S is said to be free if and only if each 
of its computation paths is executable under some interpretation. Two program schemes 
S and T are said to be isomorphic if and only if, for all interpretations I, the (possibly 
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infinite) sequences of instructions executed during the computations of S under I and 
of T under I are the same except possibly for instruction labels. Again noting Theorem 4.2 
and the discussion above, we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.4. The isomorphism problem for free program schemes is decidable 
deterministically in polynomial time. 
Proof. For free program schemes S and T, S and T are isomorphic if and only if 
L(G;) = L(G;). 1 
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